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A aw miniographed edition was prpared sup consisting simply of the translation as

quoted by the Intermediate 8ommittee. This was mimeographed and submitted to

another committee which was called a Senior Editorial Committee. It was hoped that

the Intermediate Committee would be au able to cover about eight verses per hour

aat and that the Senior Committee would be able to cover about twelve

verses per hour, but the number of verses covered varied greatly depending on

various sections and what suggestions were made. The Senior Editorial. Committee

would go over the Intermediate Editorial Committee's work and would make such
adopted

changes as might seem wise to it. Many of the changes/by the Senior Editorial

Committee were adopted by a vote of a majority of only one, as in the case of

the Intermediate Editorial Committee. a.

The plan had been that the text as presented by the Senior Editorial Committee

wouki be a final text, and that the Committee on Bible Translation would simply

which was composed of nine people, was simply to make (ne) general decisions

about principles involved in making the translation as a whole, or deal with

especially difficult problems. However, the Committee on Bible Translation met

almost continuously for several years before it completed the work,

and went through the whole Bible two or three times in so doing. So it is my'

impression that they actually reviewed everything that the Senior Editorial

Committees had done. I do not know anything about the inner workings f of this

committee, but would be very much surprised if many of its decisions icuxa were

not, as in the case of the lower committees, made by a vote of a majority of

only one.

Thus it is altogether possible that a Team Committee might have translated

a work or phrase in acertain way, that an Intormediatexen would change it, that

a Secior Committee would make it a change which would amount to going back to

the way the Team translation had done it, and that the Committee On Bible Trazalation

wou1Ld make a change which would go back to what the Intermediate Committee had done.

In my opinion the work as could be a much better work if changes had not been
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